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Abstract: To focus only on those parts of a metamodel that are of interest for a specific task requires techniques to generate metamodel snippets. Current techniques generate strictly structure-preserving snippets, only, although restructuring would facilitate to generate less complex snippets. Therefore, we propose metamodel shrinking to enable type-safe restructuring of snippets that are generated from base metamodels. Our approach allows to shrink a selected set of metamodel elements by automatic reductions that guarantee type-safe results by design. Based on experiments with 12 different metamodels from various application domains, we demonstrate the benefits of metamodel shrinking supported by our prototypical implementation build on top of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).

1 Introduction

With the adoption of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), more and more modeling languages are defined based on metamodels. Large metamodels such as the current UML metamodel rely typically on complex structures which are challenging to grasp. For instance, manually identifying the effective classifiers and features of a certain diagram type in the metamodel requires much effort. The UML classifier Class transitively inherits from 13 other classifiers and provides 52 structural features which shows that even putting the focus only on one classifier can already be challenging. Allowing one to snip out a subset of a metamodel would relieve one from the full complexity imposed by the base metamodel. For instance, this would be beneficial for automating model management tasks by formulating model transformations on metamodel subsets instead of their base metamodels [SMM+12]. However, if the extraction of an effective metamodel subset is aspired, we are not only confronted with the selection of classifiers and features of the base metamodel, but also with their reduction to actually shrink the number of classifiers or generalizations. Such reductions can be useful because the design structure of the base metamodel may not be
necessarily a good choice for the extracted metamodel subset. It has to be noted that a naive reduction of classifiers may lead to inconsistencies such as (i) broken inheritance hierarchies, (ii) missing feature containers, and (iii) dangling feature end points which require special attention in the shrinking process.

In this work, we propose an approach to automatically shrink metamodels. The result of shrinking a metamodel is what we call a metamodel snippet. A metamodel snippet is considered as a set of metamodel elements, i.e., classifiers and features, originally defined in the base metamodel. We provide refactorings to restructure initially extracted metamodel snippets. Therefore, we enable the reduction of metamodel elements that may become obsolete by a restructuring and enhance the understandability of metamodel snippets. For instance, consider the reductions of deep inheritance hierarchies that may not be necessarily required for a metamodel snippet. Applying reductions to metamodel snippets distinguishes our approach from some recent work [SMBJ09, KMG11, BCBB11] that generate strictly structure-preserving results. Reductions enable metamodel snippets with a lower number of classifiers and features, and flatter inheritance hierarchies. Our proposed reductions are type-safe in the sense that extensional equivalence\(^1\) between extracted and reduced metamodel snippets is guaranteed by design. Our approach relies on 4 operators: (i) Select to define the initial set of classifiers and features, (ii) Extract to generate a structure-preserving metamodel snippet, (iii) Reduce to shrink the metamodel snippet, and (iv) Package to compose all elements into a metamodel snippet that can be used as any other metamodel.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our metamodel shrinking approach. A prototype has been implemented based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework\(^2\) (EMF) that is presented in Section 3. We critically discuss the results of applying our prototype for 12 metamodels in Section 4. A comparison of our approach to related work is presented in Section 5, and finally, lessons learned and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2 Metamodel Shrinking

Our proposed metamodel shrinking approach relies on OMG’s MOF\(^3\) abstraction level and is therefore metamodel agnostic. A metamodel snippet \(\text{MM}_{\text{snippet}}\) is produced by applying our approach to a base metamodel \(\text{MM}_{\text{base}}\) as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Overview of metamodel shrinking approach

---

\(^1\)A metamodel defines a collection of models, i.e., extensions, that conform to it [VG12].

\(^2\)http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf

\(^3\)http://www.omg.org/mof
We propose a 4-step metamodel shrinking process. Each step is accompanied by a dedicated operator. The Select operator identifies based on a set of models $M_{input}$ all metamodel elements $MEs$, i.e., classifiers and features, required to produce these models. However, a selection of metamodel elements driven by collecting only directly instantiated classifiers may not be sufficient. Indirectly instantiated classifiers, and thus, the classifier taxonomy need to be additionally considered to end up with a valid $MM_{snippet}$. This is exactly the task of the Extract operator. The operator produces a set of connected metamodel elements that strictly preserves the structure of the base metamodel. Subsequently, the Reduce operator shrinks the result of the extraction step. To achieve a reduction of metamodel elements, we apply well-known refactorings [Opd92, HVW11] to the extracted $MM_{snippet}$. In this way, deep inheritance hierarchies without distinct subclasses are reduced. Indicators for refactorings are often referred to as ‘bad smells’. For instance, in Fig. 1, we assume that class $B$ ‘smells bad’, because it does not contain any feature for its subclasses. By removing the class and linking its subclasses directly to its superclass, the smell is eliminated. Finally, the Package operator serializes the reduced set of metamodel elements into a persistent metamodel. In the following subsections, we discuss these 4 steps in more detail.

2.1 Selection of required metamodel elements

In the selection step, all classifiers and features of interest are determined. This explicit set of metamodel elements shall be by all means part of the metamodel snippet. We support the selection step by allowing models as input for the Select operator. They serve as a basis to automatically identify the required metamodel elements to represent them. A potential model for selecting metamodel elements is sketched in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: Class diagram of ‘PetStore Navigability’ application scenario](image)

The UML class diagram shows an excerpt of the ‘PetStore’ scenario as introduced by Sun. The idea is to create a metamodel snippet of the UML metamodel that is effectively required
to express the ‘PetStore’ class diagram. We use this scenario throughout the remaining sections as a running example.

2.2 Extraction of selected metamodel elements

Since the explicitly selected set of metamodel elements may not be sufficient, implicit metamodel elements that glue them together need to be additionally identified. We call these elements implicit, as they are computed from the explicit set of metamodel elements produced by the Select operator. The Extract operator traverses the base metamodel and produces an enhanced set of metamodel elements by addressing (i) explicitly selected metamodel elements, (ii) the inheritance closure of explicitly selected classes, (iii) classes that serve as container of explicitly selected inherited features, and (iv) features contained by implicitly selected classes. As a result, an initial metamodel snippet is produced. Considering the excerpt of our example in Fig. 3, Class was explicitly selected as the ‘PetStore’ class diagram contains Class instances. For instance, EncapsulatedClassifier and StructuredClassifier were implicitly added in addition to the explicit selection as they are in the inheritance closure of Class. They are considered as a means to provide a connected set of metamodel elements decoupled from the base metamodel. The decoupling is achieved by removing features of classes which reference classes not contained in the set of selected metamodel elements. In our example, 32 features were removed in the extraction step. In the reduction step, implicitly selected metamodel elements are potential candidates for becoming removed again.

Figure 3: Extracted metamodel elements of our example

2.3 Reduction of extracted metamodel elements

This step aims to shrink the initial metamodel snippet. Manually identifying useful reductions is cumbersome when the number of involved metamodel elements is overwhelming and interdependencies between these reductions need to be considered. For instance, in our example, 101 metamodel elements were extracted from which 34 were reduced by applying 27 refactorings as a means to achieve a type-safe restructuring. The Reduce operator indicates extracted metamodel elements for reduction according to a given reduction
configuration \( RC \). Such a configuration can be adapted to control the result of the \( \text{Reduce} \) operator. We introduce two concrete reduction configurations depicted in Fig. 4.

The reduction of deep inheritance hierarchies in a metamodel snippet is the rationale behind the \( \text{exact} \) configuration. Implicitly extracted classifiers in the shape of abstract classes, e.g., EncapsulatedClassifier or StructuredClassifier in our example, are indicated for reduction. Considering the UML metamodel, Class originally inherits from EncapsulatedClassifier which inherits from StructuredClassifier that in turn inherits from Classifier. They are all well justified in the context of the base metamodel, but may not be as important for metamodel snippets. In our example, the context was narrowed to UML’s data modeling capabilities. As a result, EncapsulatedClassifier is indicated for reduction when applying the exact reduction configuration as shown in Fig. 5.

Similar to reducing implicitly selected classifiers, features with these characteristics are candidates for reduction except they are defined as being required or derived. While the rationale for the former exception is obvious, derived features are kept to avoid loss of information due to their calculated instead of user-defined value. The superClass feature of Class is an example in this respect.

In contrast to the exact reduction configuration, the \( \text{extensive} \) reduction configuration in-
dicates derived features for reduction. Since we did not apply UML’s generalization concept for classes in our example, the `superClass` feature was reduced by the extensive reduction configuration. Rather than keeping implicitly selected abstract classes that serve as feature containers, in the extensive reduction configuration the intention is to reduce them without exceptions. Both `EncapsulatedClassifier` and `StructuredClassifier` are, thus, indicated for reduction in our example.

However, indicating metamodel elements for reduction is only half the way to obtain a useful metamodel snippet since naively reducing classes may lead to inconsistencies. We encountered three possible inconsistencies in our approach: (i) broken inheritance hierarchies, (ii) missing feature containers, and (iii) dangling feature end points. In our example, the generalization relationship of `Class` needs to be relocated, and the feature role requires a new container and a new type when the indicated classes are actually reduced. To overcome these unintended effects, we conduct a type-safe restructuring by relying on well-known object-oriented refactorings [Opd92] adapted to the area of (meta)modeling [HJVW11]. In Fig. 6, we introduce refactorings for the restructuring of metamodel snippets.

They achieve (i) relocating generalization relationships by pulling up the relationship ends to super-superclasses, (ii) moving features if their base containers were reduced by pushing down features from superclasses to subclasses and (iii) reconnecting dangling feature end points by specializing feature types from superclasses to subclasses. These refactorings are, by design, type-safe since they operate on the inheritance hierarchies imposed by the base metamodel and respect type substitutability [GCD+12]. Refactorings are considered as events triggered by the need to usefully conduct indicated reductions on the metamodel snippet.

**Pull up inheritance.** This refactoring enables relocating generalization relationships. A relationship end that would be a dangling reference as a result of reducing classes which lie in between of other classes in the inheritance hierarchy has to be relocated. Such a gap in the inheritance hierarchy is closed by pulling up the relationship end to the least specific superclasses of the reduced class.

In our example, the generalization relationship of `Class` needs to be relocated as `Class` indirectly specializes `Classifier` and both classes are kept after the reduction. As a result, `Class` inherits from `Classifier` serving as the replacement for the more specific classes `EncapsulatedClassifier` and `StructuredClassifier` as shown in Fig. 7. The indicated reduction for `Classifier` is relaxed because several subclasses...
such as Association or Datatype inherit features contained by Classifier. A reduction of Classifier would lead to duplicated features in the corresponding subclasses. We decided to prevent such an effect as from an object-oriented design perspective this is not desirable.

![Diagram of refactored metamodel elements](image)

**Figure 7: Refactored metamodel elements of our example**

*Push down feature.* This refactoring supports moving features from one to another container by going down the inheritance hierarchy. Features for which a new container is required are moved down to the most generic subclass. This could lead to reverting back to a previously reduced container to avoid duplicated features (cf., Classifier). Reduced containers become in such a situation reintroduced.

In our example, the features `part`, `ownedAttribute`, and `role` are moved to a container compatible with *StructuredClassifier* since this class was reduced.  

*Specialize feature type.* This refactoring addresses reconnecting dangling references of associations or compositions between classes. Similar to the push down feature refactoring, the most generic subclass is selected for the type specialization.

In our example, the feature `role` needs to be reconnected to a type compatible with *ConnectableElement*. As a result, the type of feature `role` is changed from *ConnectableElement* to *Property*. Searching for the most generic subclass may lead to a similar situation like for the push down feature refactoring, i.e., the reintroduction of previously reduced classes.

### 2.4 Packaging of metamodel snippet

To enable dedicated modeling tools to work with metamodel snippets, the metamodel snippets need to be materialized. The `Package` operator takes the result of the `Reduce` operator and reconciles the shrunk set of metamodel elements into a serialized $MM_{snippet}$.

In Fig. 8, the complete result for our example is shown, i.e., the part of the UML metamodel required to express the ‘PetStore’ model. We applied the extensive reduction configuration which resulted in 22 classifiers and 45 features. Overall, 8 different classes were actually instantiated as indicated by the dashed framed classifiers in Fig. 8. Using only this set of classes would require to inject the same features multiple times in different classes which would lead to a metamodel snippet with poor design quality. Thus, by applying the
proposed refactorings, we can find an effective trade-off between a carefully selected set of classes and design quality.

Figure 8: Metamodel snippet of our example

3 Prototypical Implementation: EMF Shrink

To show the feasibility of the metamodel shrinking approach, we implemented a prototype based on EMF. To operationalize our proposed operators, we implemented them based on a pipeline architecture. While the Select and Extract operator have been straightforwardly implemented on the basis of EMF, the realization of the Reduce operator required more care because potentially occurring side effects as a result of applied metamodel refactorings needed to be handled. An example in this respect is the reintroduction of previously reduced classes because they may have effects on the inheritance hierarchies. For that reason, we heavily exploited EMF’s change notification mechanism to trigger precalculated relaxations on refactorings that become obsolete as metamodel shrinking progresses. The Package operator generates independently of the position in the pipeline valid metamodel snippets conforming to Ecore, i.e., EMF’s meta-metamodel. This was helpful for validating and interpreting the results of our operators. We used an automatic validation by executing well-formedness constraints and manual validation by inspecting the generated snippets in the graphical modeling editor for Ecore models. Implementation code for metamodel
snippets can be generated by applying EMF’s generation facility. Customizations in a metamodel’s implementation code that also relate to a metamodel snippet requires special consideration. In our running example, the value of the feature `ownedElement` in `Element` is a derived value. For that reason, we additionally realized, based on EMF’s adapter concept, generic adapter factories that allow the integration of customized implementation code into generated implementation code of a metamodel snippet as far as model manipulation operations are concerned. Whenever model elements are created with a metamodel snippet, in the background corresponding model elements as instances of the base metamodel are created. As a result, model elements adapt each other in the sense of a delegation mechanism and are kept synchronized via change notifications. Further details regarding our implemented prototype can be found online.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the applicability of our proposed approach, we performed experiments by shrinking 12 metamodels based on given models as summarized in Fig. 9.

![Table of quantitative experiment results in absolute numbers](image)

The rationale behind our selection of Metamodels is mainly based on three criteria: (i) coverage of a wide range of applications domains (from business motivation and business process management over requirements engineering to software and systems engineering),
(ii) consideration of small-sized to large-sized metamodels (from less than 50 to over 900 metamodel elements), (iii) involvement of metamodels with flat as well as deep inheritance hierarchies (from 2 up to 10 abstraction levels). Total classifiers and Total features refer to the size of a metamodel whereas Extracted classifiers and Extracted features represent the result of the extraction step in the respective experiments. Results from the Package operator w.r.t. the Reduce operator are presented for the two introduced reduction configurations. The less classifiers and features were packaged w.r.t. their corresponding number of extracted classifiers and features, the more metamodel elements were reduced. Finally, absolute numbers of applied refactorings are provided as a result of the Reduce operator. Typically, the more reductions of metamodel elements were achieved, the higher is the number of applied refactorings.

Based on the quantitative results, we critically discuss our approach from a qualitative perspective by investigating benefits and limitations of our approach. We consider 5 architectural metrics (cf., [BD02, MSJ04]) of packaged compared to extracted metamodel elements: (i) number of reduced classifiers, (ii) number of reduced features, (iii) mean features per classifier, (iv) mean inheritance hierarchy depth and (v) understandability.

As expected, benefits of metamodel shrinking take effect when large metamodels with deep inheritance hierarchies (cf., UML or SysML experiments) are considered. Considering Fig. 10, we could achieve to reduce in average $\approx 13\%$ of extracted classifiers with the exact reduction configuration, while an average value of $\approx 18\%$ could be achieved with the extensive one.

![Figure 10: Achieved reductions of metamodel elements](image)

Most classifier reductions could be achieved in the UML ($\approx 39\%$) and SysML ($\approx 34\%$) experiments as these metamodels cover many abstract classifiers for reasons of genericity or extensibility which is not necessarily required for metamodel snippets. Results of feature reductions w.r.t. the number of extracted features are in average in the range of $\approx 15\%$ to $\approx 20\%$. Reductions of features are generally easier to achieve as they lead typically not to inconsistencies in a metamodel snippet. However, in case of classifier reductions inconsistencies in a metamodel snippet may lead to reintroducing a previously reduced feature container to avoid duplicated features. Consequently, the rates of classifier reductions are lower than the rates of feature reductions particularly when the number of extracted features is much higher than the number of extracted classifiers.

Considering Fig. 11, the extensive reduction of classifiers may lead to an increase of mean features per classifier since features are pushed down from generic to more specific
classifiers (cf., Agate or UML experiments).

Figure 11: Mean features per classifier and mean inheritance hierarchy depth

Extensive reductions have generally positive effects on the mean inheritance hierarchy depth of metamodel snippets. The less classifiers are contained by metamodel snippets, the flatter inheritance hierarchies can be achieved while on the downside the less opportunities are available for features to be placed in appropriate classifiers. Generally, reductions of metamodel elements and potential refactorings lead inherently to structural differences between metamodel snippets and their base metamodels. Still, our metamodel shrinking approach generates metamodel snippets that are restructured in a type-safe way. Metamodel snippets enable expressing the models that were used to produce them in the same way as their base metamodels.

Finally, we applied the understandability metric of [BD02] to the metamodel snippets in our experiments as shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Understandability of metamodel snippets

We used a slightly adapted version of the originally proposed formula to calculate the understandability measures in two respects. First, we omitted the encapsulation property since private features are rarely used for metamodels, and second, we also omitted the cohesion property since our focus is on structural rather than behavioral features. As a result, our formula consists of 5 properties with equal weights, i.e., 0.2, that add up to 1 as suggested by [BD02]: (i) Abstraction, i.e., average number of ancestors for classifiers, (ii) Coupling, i.e., average number of features owned by a classifier that reference to other
distinct classifiers, (iii) Polymorphism, i.e., number of abstract classifiers, (iv) Complexity, i.e., average number of features in a classifier and (v) Design size, i.e., number of classifiers. The calculated value of the understandability metric is negative which means the lower the value the more difficult is it to understand a metamodel.

We could improve the understandability of extracted compared to extensively reduced metamodel snippets in average by ≈ 26%. Considering the UML experiment, the understandability value of the UML metamodel is ≈ −61 whereas with the Extract operator we could improve this value to ≈ −12 when the focus is on UML’s data modeling capabilities. With the restructuring of extracted metamodel elements, we could further improve the understandability by ≈ 48% in the metamodel snippet.

5 Related Work

With respect to our goal of generating metamodel snippets, we identified three lines of related research work: (i) model slicing, (ii) model refactoring and (iii) aspect mining.

Model Slicing. Inspired from the notion of program slicing [Wei81], a static slicing mechanism is proposed by [KMS05] for UML class diagrams and by [BLC08] for modularizing the UML metamodel. Both approaches present how (meta)model elements are selected by relying on user-defined criteria (e.g., classifiers or relationships to be included) that express the initial set of elements from which a slice is computed. This computation is in our work supported by the Extract operator. Slicing mechanisms specific to UML class diagrams and state machine diagrams are introduced by [LKR10, LKR11]. In this research endeavor, class invariants and pre- and post-conditions of operations are exploited for computing class diagram slices while data and control flow analysis techniques are applied to reduce state machines to the elements relevant to reach a certain state. Since in our approach metamodels are solely considered from a structural viewpoint, techniques related to behavioral viewpoints (e.g., operational semantics) are beyond the scope of our approach. Slicing metamodels is addressed by approaches presented in [SMBJ09] and more recently in [KMG11]. They apply a projection-based approach to obtain a strictly structure-preserving subset as opposed to our approach that enables restructuring of metamodels. A declarative language as a means to implement slicing mechanisms for reducing (meta)models is introduced by [BCBB11] which could be an alternative technology to realize our Reduce operator.

Model Refactoring. Existing research work in the area of model refactoring is presented by [FGSK03] addressing pattern-based refactorings on UML-based models, [Wac07] proposing model refactorings for co-adapting models with evolved metamodels, or [MMBJ09] applying generic model refactorings on different kind of models. Our approach focuses on the metamodel level. We adopted commonly known refactorings originating from the area of object-orientation [Opd92, HVW11] to achieve type-safe metamodel reductions.

Aspect Mining. Since aspect-orientation has arrived at the modeling level, several research endeavors started addressing this topic as surveyed in [WSK+11]. Identifying aspects in existing models is investigated by [ZGLT08], presenting approaches for mining crosscutting concerns in a given set of models and describing them with an aspect language. Metamodel snippets can be compared with the notion of symmetric concerns [HOT02, WSK+11] since
they subsume model elements related to certain modeling concerns.

6 Lessons Learned

We now summarize lessons learned from realizing and applying our proposed approach. Type-safe restructuring as enabler for less complex metamodel snippets. Strictly structure-preserving approaches are not necessarily the first choice for generating metamodel snippets since restructuring can reduce the number of metamodel elements. Approaches that facilitate to compose (cf., [WS08]), combine (cf., [Val10]) or extend (cf., [LWWC12]) existing metamodels may benefit from reduced metamodel snippets if they intend to operate on a subset of a large metamodel.

Usage of existing metamodel implementation code for metamodel snippets. Decoupling metamodel snippets from their base metamodel requires care if existing metamodel implementation code is available. Clearly, this depends on the metamodeling workbench. We realized delegation mechanisms that loosely couple metamodel snippets with their base metamodel at the implementation level to cope with this challenge.

Metamodel snippets as reusable assets for new metamodels. Since reuse allows exploiting domain knowledge already expressed in existing metamodels [KKP+09], metamodel snippets can support reuse when only some parts of an existing metamodel are required. For instance, the language workbench challenge 2012 divides refers to such a reuse scenario. Clearly, metamodel snippets are a first step in this direction and may act as stimulator to enhance reuse in metamodeling.
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